
This year's edition of Rijeka Advent is truly the most magical so far, and starting with the
spectacular opening and lighting of the Christmas lights, it has already brought us many surprises.
The festive decoration leaves you breathless at every turn, and every day numerous citizens and
guests enjoy socializing at several locations of the city's Advent fairy tale.
The magic of Advent is enjoyed by everyone, especially our youngest, whose excitement grows day
by day because, as we all know, the moment that children eagerly await all year is approaching -
waking up on Christmas morning when, full of hope that Santa has visited them, they curiously run
under the decorated Christmas trees.
They think about him all year, make wishes and try to be as good as possible because they know
that Santa follows their every step, sees and knows everything about them.
If, in addition to all the work that Santa does in December to bring joy to children from all over the
world, he also fulfills exactly what they wished for, nothing can top that magical moment.
Santa Claus receives millions of letters every year, and that is why his elves help him and organize
the work of Santa Claus' central post office, where all letters and Christmas wishes are collected.
It's serious logistics, because each of those letters in the end has to reach Santa directly. To ensure
that not a single letter gets lost and that all the wishes and dreams of our children reach him, this
year the Rijeka Tourist Board will open an exclusive branch of the Santa Claus' Post Office as part
of its central postal infrastructure during the Rijeka Advent.
But that's not all, Santa Claus will regularly visit his Post Office in Rijeka to monitor its work, and
children will also be able to deliver letters to him personally.
This whole magic has been secretly being prepared for some time in one of the most special places
in the underground of the city, which the elves have temporarily converted into Santa's Post
Office. The space is in the very center of the city, with an entrance near the Cathedral of St. Vitus -
the unique Rijeka Tunnel.
Children, start preparing your letters, write your wishes and messages to your dearest Santa,
because this year, for the first time, Rijeka has its own Santa Claus' Post Office!
Few places in the world have such a privilege, so take advantage of this unique opportunity, bring
your letters to the Post Office and meet Santa Claus, personally hand him a letter or leave your
wishes in the mailbox. Santa Claus can't wait to meet the children and read their letters!
However, we will not reveal everything right away, Santa's Post Office will be full of surprises, and
we are sure that it will delight everybody and especially the kids, for whom every opportunity to
experience the world of Santa, who can fulfill all their wishes, is a real dream come true.


